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Introduction: The two-component model [1]
attempted to explain volatility trends in chondrites as
the result of mixing of volatile-rich, primitive matrix
and volatile-depleted chondrules. However, a number
of arguments led most to favor fractional nebular
condensation in a gradually cooling inner solar
nebula [2]: (i) astrophysical models suggested that
the early inner nebula would have been largely
vaporized, (ii) thermodynamic calculations showed a
correlation between element abundances and
condensation temperatures, (iii) CAIs resembled the
predicted chemistry and mineralogy of high
temperature condensates, (iv) volatile element
abundances in chondrules are higher than predicted
by the two-component model, (v) interelement
correlations in bulk chondrule compositions are
consistent with condensate precursors, and (vi) a
physical model of the process is able to qualitatively
reproduce the chondrite compositions [3].

Despite the success of the condensation model,
there are reasons for re-examining the two-
component model and the chondrules’ role in
producing chondrite compositions [4]: (i) type B
CAIs formed in hours to days [5], not on nebular
cooling times, (ii) the interelement correlations in
chondrules can be explained if there was evaporation,
and recycling [6 ], (iii) experiments and models
suggest that evaporation is inevitable under canonical
chondrule formation conditions, and there is
petrologic evidence that it has occurred [7, 8], and
(iv) all chondrites contain circumstellar grains [9, 10]
and interstellar organic matter (IOM) [11] in their
matrices, so they do contain a primitive component.
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A CI matrix component: The highest bulk
concentrations of presolar materials are found in CI
chondrites [9-11]. The matrix-normalized abundances
in the most unequilibrated members of the other
chondrite groups (Fig. 1) are similar to those of bulk
CIs [9-11]. The same is true for the highly volatile

elements like Zn (Fig. 1). Clearly chondrites
incorporated a CI-like component that from Figure 1
must dominate their matrices.

CI is not primitive: The presence of IOM and
circumstellar grains clearly points to a connection
with the dust from the protosolar molecular cloud.
Also, the composition of the IOM resembles that of
the refractory organics in comet Halley [12].

The solar-normalized refractory organic C/Mg
ratio gives the fraction of solar C in refractory
organics (fRC). For Halley dust, including factor of
two errors, fRC=1-0.3 [13, 14]. This compares with
fRC=0.07 in CI chondrites [11 ] and fRC=0.35 in
anhydrous chondritic IDPs [15, 16]. It seems that the
IOM content of CI chondrites and CI-like matrix are
<25% those of Halley dust and anhydrous IDPs.

If Halley dust and anhydrous IDPs closely
resemble molecular cloud material, at least 75% of CI
material has been processed in a way that destroyed
the IOM, but did not significantly fractionated the
volatile elements - e.g., the CI/solar Zn abundance
ratio is 1.04 [17]. Since CI material is found in all
chondrite groups, this processing occurred prior to
chondrite formation, and was unrelated to chondrule
or CAI formation. Perhaps the processing occurred
during accretion onto the disk or in weak shocks that
occurred in the disk at >3 AU.

Volatile element abundances: A major CI-like
component in matrix would account for much of the
more volatile elements in the bulk chondrites [4]. The
variations in matrix-normalized abundances of
volatile elements with condensation temperature (Tc)
<750-800 K [17] in OCs and CCs seem to bear this
out - they are typically at or slightly above CI-levels
[1-1.6xCI: 4]. The excesses over CI are probably
because of errors in the matrix abundances and
because some fraction of these elements are in
chondrules, coarse metal/sulfide, etc..

The compositions of chondrules and matrix are
best determined in the OCs, and the OCs are not
complicated by abundant refractory inclusions.
Hence, what follows concentrates on the OCs. For
simplicity, the bulk OC composition is the average of
the LL, L and H chondrites. After CI-matrix
subtraction from bulk OC, the residual material will
be dominated by chondrules and coarse metal/sulfide.
The composition of the residual material is very
similar to the average composition of OC chondrules
(Fig. 2) determined by INAA [4] after addition of
~14.2 wt% metal/sulfide (Ni~6.8 wt%, S~9.1 wt%,
CI ratios for (Co,Au,Ir)/Ni, and As/Ni≈0.4xCI).

The high abundances of volatiles in chondrules
(e.g., Zn) and coarse metal/sulfide (e.g., S) could
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reflect re-entry of volatiles during cooling, especially
since the high pressures and dust/gas ratios needed to
stabilize chondrule melts [18, 19] will significantly
increase condensation temperatures.
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Evaporation and fractionation: In Figure 3, the
chondrules (squares) form an array that roughly
parallels the OC-CI line. Loss of type IA chondrules
from CI material would produce bulk the OC Mg/SI
and Al/Si ratios [20, 21]. Loss of associated metal
would reproduce the OC Fe/Si ratio.
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If the first chondrule precursors were CI-like,
their compositions as a function of decreasing
dust/gas ratio (to right) would roughly follow the
Equil. model line [18], which initially parallels the
OC-CI line. The composition of the evaporates that
must be lost to make a type IA composition lie near
the OC-CI y-intercept [22]. Variable amounts of Si-
rich evaporates in their precursors could explain type
IIA and type B chondrule compositions. Evidence for
these evaporates can be found in Bishunpur rims [7]
which show a trend from matrix-like to Fe-, Si-rich
compositions (filled circles and large arrow) that
points towards the OC-CI y-intercept. The
composition of fine (<5µm) interchondrule matrix
(open circles) suggests that it is a mix of CI, and 20-

30wt% of type IIA glass and evaporates. No other
components are able to produce its composition.

Loss of type IA chondrules and metal cannot
explain the volatile element fractionations [22]. The
volatile elements may require a second loss
mechanism, e.g., separation of protochondrules from
their pre-shock gas on passage of a shockwave.
Alternatively, interchondrule matrix composed of
type IA glass and coarser mineral fragments, onto
which the more volatile elements condensed (it is
alkali-rich) may have been lost.

Conclusions: All chondrite groups accreted a
CI-like component that dominates their matrices and
carries the presolar materials found in them. CI
material is not pristine. Most of it (≥75%) has been
processed in a way that destroyed all refractory
organics, but did not fractionate the volatile elements.

This CI-like matrix brought in much of the
volatile element (TC<750-800 K) complement in
chondrites. Subtraction of the CI-like matrix from
bulk OC produces a composition that resembles the
average composition of chondrules in OCs.

It has not been demonstrated that the fractionated
compositions of chondrules were produced by
chondrule formation and not inherited. Nevertheless,
evaporation did occur during chondrule formation,
and loss of type IA chondrule material and associated
metal, and gain of type IA evaporates can explain
may aspects of bulk OC compositions and type IIA
and type B chondrule compositions.
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